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INTRODUCTION 
The idea of deforming a given representation of an associative algebra A 
lends new perspective to the study of the family of all A-modules. For 
instance, a rigidity theorem asserts that a module is not a member of a more 
generic parametrized family of modules, while a deformability theorem says 
that it is (see [3] for a fuller explanation). Thus our first main result (Section 5) 
is the rigidity of the irreducible A-modules and of projective A-modules (e.g. 
the principal indecomposables), together with related “straightening out” 
theorems for semisimple subalgebras and for projective submodules (Section 
6). The latter result assures us, for example, that a decomposable group 
module with a projective summand is in fact “generically decomposable” 
and cannot be deformed into an indecomposable module. One also has the 
stability of certain classes under deformation, notably the cyclic modules, the 
faithful modules, and modules with a unique minimal submodule (Section 4). 
In Section 7 we present by way of example a complete description of the 
deformations of all A-modules for the well known truncated polynomial 
algebra in one variable. 
It is more interesting, however, to use deformations to obtain and organize 
new modules, since for most algebras the indecomposable modules have not 
been determined. The most important situation is when A is a group algebra 
KG and the characteristic of the field k divides 1 G 1 (cf. modular representa- 
tions of a finite group). Here the basic rigidity theorems (Corollary 2 and 
Theorem 13) fail to apply, and nonrigid indecomposables eem to abound. 
We mention some applications in this vein (to appear in [2] and [3]): 
(i) in every sufficiently large dimension, the trivial representation of a 
noncyclic abelian p-group deforms into a faithful indecomposable 
representation; 
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(ii) infinite families of indecomposables of a given dimension have 
been obtained for G = h&Z x Z/pZ by specializing generic deformations 
M$ of certain basic indecomposables M due to Heller and Reiner [l, p. 431; 
51 (in the case p odd, dim, M odd, examples similar to ours have recently 
been given by Janusz [6]); 
(iii) in characteristic 2, a known finiteness result for odd-dimensional 
4-group indecomposables may be viewed as an instance of nondeformability; 
(iv) a study of parameter varieties of the representations of G on a 
k-space M. 
Much of Section 1 is similar in spirit to the deformation theory of algebras 
initiated by Gerstenhaber [4] and Nijenhuis-Richardson [7]. 
1. DEFORMATIONS AND RIGIDITY OF ALGEBRA HOMOMORPHISIU 
Let qz~: A -+ E be a homomorphism of finite-dimensional unital algebras 
over the field k, with ~(1~) = lE . Form K = k((t)), the field of power series 
in one variable over k. A generic deformation of 9 is a K-algebra homomorphism 
pt : AK+-& of the form &a) = v(a) + &T+(a) + P@,(a) + ..* for 
a in A. Here A, = A((t)) and EK = E((t)) are the scalar extensions to K of A 
and E, and the !Dj are k-rational, that is, k-linear mappings A ---f E extended 
to be K-linear. We continue to denote these K-linear extensions by the same 
symbols v, cPi . 
Two generic deformations vt, #t of the same homomorphism v are 
equivalent if there is a generic deformation It : EK -+ EK of the identity such 
that & = It 0 vt . If vt is equivalent to the original v,, then it is a trivial 
deformation of v. If all deformations qt of cp are trivial, then v is said 
to be rigid. 
The Hochschild cohomology enters naturally here. Thus, the homomor- 
phism v endows E with the structure of (A, v)-bimodule. The first nonzero 
term @r of ~~ is then seen to be in Z1(A, C,J, E), the k-space of 1-cocycles 
(derivations) of A into the (A, v)-bimodule E. In this context, the standard 
rigidity theorem takes the following form (see [4, corollary p. 65; 7, Theorem 
22.11 for analogous results about second cohomology and deformations 
of algebras). 
THEOREM 1. If W(A, SJJ, E) = (0), then the homomorphism ‘p is rigid. 
COROLLARY 2. If the algebra A is separable semisimple, then every homo- 
morphism v: A -+ E is rigid. 
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Theorem 13(c) will assert the rigidity of representations of arbitrary 
semisimple algebras. Our proof uses the module structure and not 
cohomology. 
In the case E = A, p = 1, Gerstenhaber [4, p. 661 has discussed in depth 
the problem of “integrating” a 1-cocycle @r to obtain an automorphism 
I + t@, + tw, + **-. 
2. DEFORMATION OF A-MODULES 
We concentrate on representations 9: A + End,M of A on (finite- 
dimensional) modules M. A generic deformation Mt of M is an ArmoduIe 
afforded by a representation of the form vt on the space M, . We denote this 
Mt = (MK , at). The A-module M is rigid if the representation q is. Using 
the fact that all k-algebra automorphisms of End,M and End&M,) 
(= (End,M),) are inner, one readily sees the following. 
LEMMA 3. A generic deformation vt is trivial if and only ;f there is a K-space 
automorphism ut : M, ---f M, of the form u,(m) = m f t U,(m) + ..’ with 
k-rational Vi such that pt(a) 0 ut = ut 0 q(a), as K-linear operators on MK , 
for all a in A. 
This lemma will be applied in Section 5 to obtain the rigidity of 
free A-modules. 
We note that two representations g, + t@, + **. and q + WI + *a. may 
be inequivalent deformations of q~ and yet be equivalent in the usual sense 
as representations of the algebra A, . This is because arbitrary K-space 
automorphisms of M, (and not only those of the type ut above) are allowed 
in the usual definition of equivalent representation. 
Remark. It is not true that the direct sum of rigid modules is rigid. For 
example, the direct sum of two lines (that is, A-modules which are one- 
dimensional over k) may be highly deformable. See also Section 7. 
All of the above may be applied to right modules and anti-homomorphisms 
as well. The following straightforward result on duals is applied in [2]. 
LEMMA 4. If qt aflords a deformation M, of the module M, then there 
results a deformation q~* of the k-dual module M* defined by 
h*(a>flW = fb44m>, f E (M*h , a E 4. 
Moreover q~* is trivial if and only if vt is. 
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3. LINEAR ALGEBRA OVER K AND K((t)) 
We give some useful results dependent on reasoning about the constant 
terms of power series elements in MK and Mt . 
Recall K = k((t)). We say that a formal power series C v,ti with coefficients 
in some vector space has order d (in t) if vi = 0 for i < d but vd f 0. 
LEMMA 5. Let V be a nonzero K-subspace of MK . Then V admits a K-basii 
Vl >--*, v,, such that 
g. .if)M 
each vj has the form q, + tvfBl + **. (i.e., has OYO%Y 0) with all 
3.1 , 
(ii) The system v~,~ ,..., v,,~ of “constant terms” is linearly independent 
over k. 
Moreover, the k-subspace V, of M spanned by Q, ,..,, v,,~ depends only on 
V and not on the choice of v1 ,..., v, . Finally, if V is a submodule of the 
AK-module Mt = (MK , q~), then V,, is an A-submodule of (M, q~). 
Remark. This yields the theorem that if S is a simple finite-dimensional 
k-algebra, then S, is also simple, without appeal to the Wedderburn structure 
theory. 
Proof. Any K-subspace V of MK admits a basis {vr ,..., v,J of vectors of 
order 0. Assume inductively that vi ,..., v,....r have constant terms vr,, ,..., ~~-r,s 
linearly independent over k. If 
s-r-1 
V r-0 = c as.ovs,o 
S=l 
with a,, in k, then 
we = V, - C a,,ov, 
S=l 
has order d 3 1. If the constant term of @WI is linearly independent of 
{Vl,O ,***> vr-r,,} over k, then we exchange v, for tedwI . Otherwise, assume 
again inductively that we have found a,,j in k such that for all N 
N-l r-1 
WN = v, - c ti c a,,jv, 
j=O S=l 
has order d(N) > N, and no t- dtN)wN has a constant term independent of 
-h,o ,***7 v,-~,~} over k. 
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This implies that 
0, = 2 tj'gUJ,jVg 
j=O s=l 
is in the K-span of v1 ,..., or-r , a contradiction. 
No element v in V can have its leading coefficient independent of 
(v1.0 ,***, a,,3 over K, since then v would be independent of {vr ,..., vn} over K. 
Thus the K-subspace V, of M is canonically associated with V. The last 
statement hen follows immediately. This completes the proof. 
We give two direct applications of Lemma 5 that are occasionally useful. 
COROLLARY 6. Let the k-subspace X of M contain no submodule of M of 
dimension > r. Then the same conclusion holds for the K-subspace X, of a 
generic deformation Mt . 
Note that for any F in EndAK(M,), we have F = xi’_: tiFi withFi in End,M. 
COROLLARY 7. (a) The leading coe$%ient Fe of F in End,&M,) is in 
End,M. 
(b) dim, End,=(M,) < dim, End,M. 
Proof (a) is immediate. (b) follows from (a) and the first part of Lemma 5, 
taking V = End+(M,) as a K-subspace of End,(M,). Done. 
We conclude our discussion of the interplay of linear algebra over k and 
K by enunciating two observations to be applied in Sections 4 and 5. 
LEMMA 8. (a) Let 9 be a homomorphism of algebras, and vt a deformation. 
Then dim, ker qt < dim, ker up. 
(b) Let (M, q) be an A-module and Mt = (MR, q+) a deformation. If 
(v(ai)mi} are linearly independent over k, then {&ai)mJ are linearly independent 
over K. 
4. SOME STABILITY RESULTS 
In contrast with the special case of free rank 1 (see Section 5), an arbitrary 
cyclic or faithful A-module need not be rigid. However, the properties of 
cyclicity or faithfulness are not destroyed by the process of generic deforma- 
tion. The next two results follow immediately from Lemma 8. 
THEOREM 9. If m, ,..., m, generate the A-module M then they generate the 
deformation Mt over A,. In particular, a gene& deformation of a cyclic 
A-module is a cyclic A,-module. 
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THEOREM 10. A generic deformation of a faithful module is faithful. 
The following stability result for a class of indecomposables includes those 
indecomposables for a p-group given by the permutation representations on 
left cosets of a subgroup. 
THEOREM 11. Let the A-module M have a unique minimal submodule Z 
(whence M is indecomposable). Then any generic deformation Mt has a unique 
minimal submodule Y which is AK-isomorphic with Z, . 
Proof. Let Y be the K-subspace of Mt annihilated by q+(Nk), where 
N = rad A. Then Y is the sum of the minimal submodules of Mt. The 
associated submodule of constant terms Y,, CM (cf. Lemma 5) is annihilated 
by N under v so Y,, = Z, and dim,Y = dim,(Z,). It follows also that the 
K-extension of the matrix block of A/N that acts nontrivally on Z must act 
nontrivially on Y, so V is the irreducible AK-module associated with that 
block. This gives the result. 
5. RIGIDITY OF PROJECTIVE AND IRREDUCIBLE MODULES 
This section is independent of the preceding section. The following is basic. 
LEMMA 12. The free A-module M = Ax, @ em* @ Ax, of rank r > 1 is 
rigid. 
Proof. Given a deformation P)~ of the usual action q, define ut on MK by 
Then it is easily seen that ut is a deformation of the identity on M and that 
(cf. Lemma S(b)) {ut(Xi)} is a set of free generators for Mt . Since vt(aaJ = 
qt(a) &aJ, it follows that ~$0 vt(a) 0 ut = v(a) for all a E A, as required 
by Theorem 3. This proves the lemma. 
Since a deformation of any A-direct summand extends trivially to a defor- 
mation of the full module, we have immediately the following theorem. 
THEOREM 13. Projective A-modules are rigid. In particular, (a) the left 
regular representation of A, (b) the principal indecomposable A-modules, and 
(c) if A is semisimple, all A-modules, are rigid. 
Remark. Contrast statement (a) with the fact that the multiplication 
in A may admit nontrivial deformations (cf. [4, 71). 
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Remark. Nonprincipal indecomposable A-modules need not be rigid 
(contrast (b) above). Thus, in [2] we will deform certain indecomposables 
for the four-group in characteristic 2 into nonisomorphic modules. In fact, 
the generic. deformation thereby obtained will fail to be indecomposable. 
The preceding theorem facilitates our discussion of irreducible (simple) 
A-modules. We note first that Lemma 5 readily yields the fact that a generic 
deformation qt of an irreducible representation 9, is irreducible. Thus q.~ induces 
a deformation qt of a representation Q of the semisimple A/rad A. If qt is 
trivial, then vt is also. Theorem 13(c) allows us to conclude the following. 
THEOREM 14. An irreducible A-module is rigid. 
6. SOME STRAIGHTENING OUT RESULTS 
Now we seek deformations & which are equivalent to a given vt but which 
are free of certain trivialities. 
The following assertion is proved much as Lemma 12, using the structure 
of projective modules as sums of principal indecomposables. 
LEMMA 15. Let (M, ‘p) contain a projective submodule P. If vr affords a 
deformation of y, then it is equivalent to a deformation I,+ which is trivial as a 
deformation of q~ lp , that is &(a@ = q(a)x for all a in A and x in P. 
Proof. Let M = P @ Y be a k-space decomposition of M. If {fi} is a 
basis of P and (rj} a basis of Y, then (ut(&)} u {ri> remains a basis of MK for 
any map ut : PK -+ M, which deforms the inclusion of P in M, that is, 
q(x) = x + tt.qx) + ... for x in P. Thus if P is free with free basis (x~} 
we may define ut on PK exactly as in the proof of Lemma 12. 
More generally, a projective P is an A-direct sum @ Aeii , where each Ae, 
is isomorphic to a principal indecomposable Ae, , the ei being a complete 
set of orthogonal primitive idempotents in A. Thus, the map ut from PK 
into MK , specified by 
is well defined and deforms the inclusion of P in M. Extend ut to the rest of 
M, by letting it act identically on Y. Then for all elements a in AK, the 
operator &(a) defined by ~7’ o &a) 0 ut acts as p)(a) on PK. Done. 
Now we combine the preceding lemma with the fact that projectives for 
a quasi-frobenius algebra are injective 11, Theorem 58.141. 
COROLLARY 16. Let M be a module and P a proper projective submodule 
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for the quasi-jrobenills algebra A. Then no generic deformation Mt of M is 
indecomposable asan AK-module. 
Finally we combine Theorem 13 and Lemma 15 to straighten out 
simultaneously the action on a projective submodule of M and the action 
of a semisimple subalgebra of A. 
THEOREM 17. Let the A-module (M, p) admit a deformation (Mt ,9J. 
Let S be a semisimple subalgebra of A. Then there is an equivalent deformation 
t,bt of p such that &(s) = tp(s) for all s E S. Ij furthermore P is a projective 
A-submodule of M, we may also require &(a)lp = v(a)lp for all a E A. 
Proof. vt lsK is a trivial deformation of q Is by Theorem 13(d), so there 
exists a ut as in lemma 3 with u;r 0 &s) 0 ut = v(s) for all s E S. Then take 
Ma) = ~2 0 944 0 ut for a E A. If P is a projective A-submodule of M, 
let M = P @ Y as in Lemma 15 but with Y an S-module complement o P. 
Following that proof through, we finally get a new deformation agreeing with 
p on P and giving the same action of S on Y as & . Thus the new action of 
S is everywhere that given by q. This proves the theorem. 
7. REPRESENTATIONS OF THE TRUNCATED POLYNOMIAL ALGEBRA 
Let A = k[a], where a has minimal equation a” = 0. Note that if char k = 
p > 0 and n = pm, then A is the group algebra over k of the cyclic group (g) 
of order pa, with a = 1 - g. The algebra A has precisely n indecomposable 
modules, namely the ideals (I), (a), (a2),..., (an-l). The free module (1) and 
irreducible (an-l) are rigid by Lemma 12 and Theorem 14, respectively. In 
fact, all are rigid, being the unique cyclic modules in their dimensions (see 
Theorem 9). 
THEOREM 18. Let A be the n-dimensional truncated polynomial algebra 
k[a] with an = 0. Then 
(i) each of the indecomposable A-modules is rigid, 
(ii) every A-module M of k-dimension d ,( n admits a generic dejmmation 
Mi isomorphic with the indecomposable K[a]-module (a+3. 
Remark. Part (ii) will imply that the family of all representations of k[a] 
in dimension d < n can be given the structure of irreducible algebraic 
variety [3]. 
In fact in this simple case one may give a complete analysis of the 
deformation structure of the modules. We can specify an A-module M by 
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a sequence of positive integers b, > b, > *** > b, , where the bi are the 
dimensions of the cyclic summands of M. 
THEOREM 19. Let A = k[u] as above. Then the A-module M specified 
by b, >, *.. > 6, has a generic deformation Mt isomorphic with the AK-module 
specified by c1 > **a >, c, if and only if for all j, with 1 <j < s, we have 
C, = i cj > i bi = B, , B, = C, (*) 
6-l i=l 
(whence s < r). 
Proof. Let mi , i = l,..., I, generate the cyclic summands of dimension 
bj of M and MK . Suppose Mt is a deformation of M with cyclic summands 
of dimension ci . Then any j elements of Mt generate an A,-submodule of 
dimension < Ci. Since dimk(Am, + ... + Ami) = B, , Lemma 8b gives 
Bj < Cj . 
Conversely, given M, let cr > ... > c, be a sequence for which (*) holds. 
If cj = bi for some pair i, j, we set the corresponding summand Ami of M 
aside, since we will not need to deform the action of A on it, and we delete 
bt and cj from their respective sequences. We continue deleting until no 
cj = b, . Note that (*) still holds for the subsequences. If s < r, we also 
define c,+i = *.. = c, = 0 for convenience. 
Now let /?I >, 3.. 3 /& be the subsequence of hi’s such that bi > ci , with 
pi ,..., pd the corresponding generators of M, and let yr ,..., ya be the cor- 
responding cI’s. By (*), b, < c, , and so & # bI . The idea now is to increase 
the dimension of Am, to c1 by stealing from the excess dimensions of the 
Apj. We do this by defining a deformed action on a summand of the module. 
This will yield some new summands which have the correct dimensions. 
Then it will be clear that we can set them aside also, deleting all the 
corresponding bi , cj , and go on inductively to define a deformed action on the 
remainder of MK . 
First we obtain a k-basis for each summand Ami by defining mi, = mi , 
and mij = v(aj-l)m, with j = 2,..., bi . Likewise, for each ApLi we define 
pi1 = pd , and pij = ~‘(a+1)~~ with j = 2 ,..., fii . 
Next we observe that, because of (*), there exist unique integers e >, 0 and 
f > 0 such that 
Now we deform by defining &a) on the summands (Am,), and (A& 
with i = 1 ,..., e (but not e + 1). Let &a)m,j = v(a)rnil = m,,f+l for j < b, 
and, likewise, qt(a)pij = v(a)pi3 = t~~,~+i for j < & . Nothing is changed by 
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this. However, for the “final” basis vector in each of these summands, we 
put in the case e > 1 
da> mlbI = t%,l+yI ? 
44 PiEi = e%+l,l+vi+l > for i = l,..., e - 1, 
44 Pel3, = %+1,1-f+4,+1 (= 0, iff = 0). 
In the case e = 0, we note that f > 0 and put 
da> mlbI = tPh+EI-f . 
Here p is a positive integer which may be qualified later (in general, p will 
increase at succeeding stages of the process; see the final paragraph of this 
proof). As explained above, we postpone defining the action of V~(CZ) on the 
remaining summands. 
We have essentially strung (Am,), together with the bottom parts of an 
“initial sequence” of the (Ap&, so that (as desired) c = c, is the least 
positive integer such that v’t(ac)m, = 0. 
We next observe that, under the action by &a) as it now stands, module 
generators of the cyclic summands are m, , the uninvolved mi , together with 
the new generators (case e > 1 andf > 0) 
? = % - ml.l-rl+b, s vi = wi - t4-1.1--vi+Bi~l 9 
with i = 2,..., e (note &.r 2 ,Bi > ri) and (in the subcase f > 0) the element 
v f3+1 = we+1 - Pe.l+f+B,-B,+~ * 
The corresponding summands have the K-space dimensions cr , the previous 
bi, together with y1 , 3/a ,..., ye , and (in the subcase f > 0) /3e+1 -f. In the 
case e = 0, f > 1, the only new generator is 
vl = '% - mLl-f+bI. 
At this stage denote the sequence for the partially deformed module by 
4’ t *.. > b,’ (some of these may be 0). Note 4 = c1 . It is straightforward 
to show that the relation (*) of the statement of the theorem also holds for the 
two sequences b,’ 2 -1. > b,.’ and c, > a*. > c,. . Thus we delete the e + 1 
or e + 2 summands which have attained the correct dimensions (namely 
cl , y1 ,..., ye , and poSSiblyBe+l - f) and then proceed as before. 
One detail remains to be checked. If f > 0 at the stage just treated, then 
the element Y,+~ may remain as one of the new generators. (The others will 
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be the uninvolved mi from the preceding stage). Note that u~+~ is not K-rational, 
due to the presence of P, and also that it involves a term which lies in the 
deleted summand Ape . We must show that a later deformation involving 
v,+~ can be effected entirely by deforming the original thus far untouched 
action on Ape+l , without of course introducing further changes in the action 
on Ap., . 
To show this, let v~+~,~(= v,+~),..., v~+~,~ be a K-basis for the summand 
generated by Y,+~ under the action of A, as currently defined. Here we write 
E = /3e+l - f. Note that the “final” basis vector here is 
Suppose we later deform according to the usual prescription, 
for some j, 7, C. Then the expression above for v~+~,~ forces 
~4ah+~.~ = P +~,~+~ + to-%k = d+e+l.E + to-%, -
We see that we need only take CJ > p for the right side to have the required 
shape for deformation (Section 1) and that so doing does not affect the preced- 
ing stage of our deformation. (Note that at each succeeding stage there is at 
most one anomalous generator that forces these considerations, and that this 
generator is then removed from the picture when the relevant summand is 
deleted). This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 20. The rigid k[a]-modules are those all but at most one of 
whose indecomposable direct summands are free of rank 1. 
Remark. The modules of k[a] are lattice partially ordered under 
deformation. 
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